Founded in 2004, IGP is
the leading source of
independent analysis
of global Internet
governance.
We are a group of professors, postdoctoral
researchers and students hosted at the School of
Public Policy at the Georgia Institute of Technology,
one of the world’s leading engineering universities.
From the earliest days of Internet governance, IGP
has shaped policy debates and the building of
institutions. Our research and analysis is quoted
in policy making fora, academic journals, and
court opinions. IGP’s contributors are not afraid to
move outside the ivory tower to participate in IG
institutions. We conduct research, produce timely
policy analyses and public comments, analyze
current events in Internet governance, and bring our
ideas and proposals directly into Internet governance
processes at the United Nations, agencies of the
U.S. government and the European Commission,
the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), the Regional Internet Address
Registries (RIRs) and other venues.

Current Initiatives
• Digital Free Trade
• Cybersecurity and Internet Governance
• ICANN and Content Regulation
• Blockchain governance

Recent Research
Papers
• In Search of Amoral Registrars: Content
Regulation & Domain Name Policy
• Mapping the Cybersecurity Institutional 		
Landscape
• Is Cybersecurity Eating Internet 			
Governance?
• Digital Object Architecture and the 		
Internet of Things
• Internet Routing Registries, Data 		
Governance, and Security

We also educate professionals and young people
about Internet governance in various world regions.

Visit our site at
www.internetgovernance.org

IGP Contributions to Internet Governance
2017

Multistakeholder workshop on cybersecurity and IG
Book Will the Internet Fragment? published IGP
proposals guide ICANN process on jurisdiction
Paper on Digital Object Architecture and the IoT
Paper on Domain names and content regulation

2008

IGP helps shape the GNSO reforms
IGP moves into IP address policy
Assessing the ICANN-Commerce Dept JPA

2007

Defending the IANA transition Resisting Trump’s
digital protectionism Badiei elected NCUC chair

Work on Root signing for DNSSEC
Battles over Whois and privacy
Paper on Net neutrality
Challenging the XXX decision

2015

2006

2016

Active contributions to ICANN accountability reforms

2014

First Giganet Symposium
IGP calls for IANA transition, 10 years early

IGP paper proposes divesting IANA from ICANN
NTIA transition announcement; accountability reforms
NetMundial meeting in Brazil

2005

2013

2004

Mueller elected to ARIN AC
Snowden revelations lead to Montevideo statement by
Internet community
Blog series on ICANN “accountability meltdown”

2012

IANA contract renewal process analyzed
First study of IPv4 transfer market
IGP aids WCIT transparency; critiques WCIT hysteria

2011

OECD Internet Policy Principles - civil society dissent
UN CIRP proposal to enter Internet Governance
New gTLD policy battles

2010

Deep packet inspection research funded by NSF
Networks and States book published
Work on routing security begins

2009

IGP leads the battle for NCSG
Growing presence in cybersecurity
Scrutiny of the Affirmation of Commitments
IGP develops first systematic critique of ICANN
accountability

WSIS paper on Political Oversight of ICANN
IGP challenge to US unilateral control of ICANN
IGP formed to participate in WSIS
Paper analyzing IG landscape
Proposal for a Framework Convention in IG

1999

Founding of Noncommercial Domain Name Holders
Constituency; we were there

1997 -1998

Formation of ICANN; we were there

IGP is at the forefront of Internet governance
issues. We do not narrate. We analyze, critique
and participate. You can support our research
and advocacy:
• Sponsor us to help sustain our analytical
and evidence based research and
advocacy activities.
• Subscribe to our mailing list
• Get in touch with us to present your 		
research ideas or intern with us
• Shoot us a message to get a drink or
meet if we are at the same meeting or if
you are in Atlanta
Our email address is: info@internetgovernance.org

Twitter: @IGPAlert
www.internetgovernance.org

